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OB Q&A Mr. Sunil’s one day salary was deducted because of his uninformed leave. As he was already warned about this behavior. It is an example of which method of shaping behaviors? It is an example of Punishment. “Shaping behavior is systematically reinforcing each successive step that moves an individual closer to the desired response.” There are four ways to shape behavior through positive reinforcement, negative reinforcement, punishment and extinction. 



Positive Reinforcement Positive reinforcement is when the respondent responds with something pleasant. Eg: when a boss praises an employee for a job well done.







Negative Reinforcement When a respondent responds by the termination or withdrawal of something unpleasant is called negative reinforcement. Eg: when your college instructor asks a question and you don’t know the answer you pretend to look at your lecture notes just to prevent the instructor from calling on you.







Punishment Punishment is causing an unpleasant condition in an attempt to eliminate an undesirable behavior. Eg: suspending a student for a week for misbehaving in college campus.







Extinction Eliminating any reinforcement that is maintaining a behavior is called extinction. Eg: When a college instructor wants to discourage students from asking questions can do this by ignoring the students who’ve raised hands to ask the questions. Both positive and negative reinforcement result into learning.
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Explain Hofstede's five culture dimensions ANS :- For analyzing variations among cultures was done in late 1970s by Greet Hofstede. In this study countries have been ranked on six dimensions. Following are the six cultural dimensions :



POWER DISTANCE : Power distance describes the degree to which people in a country accept that power in institutions and organisations is distributed unequally. A high rating on power distance means that large inequalities of power and wealth exist and are tolerated in the culture. A low power distance eating characterizes societies that stress equality and opportunity.







INDIVIDUALISM versus COLLECTIVISM : Individualism is the degree to which people prefer to act as individuals rather than as members' of groups and believe in individual rights above all else. Collectivism emphasizes a tight socisl framework in which people expect others in groups of which they are a part to look after them and protect them.







MASCULINITY versus FEMININITY : Masculinity is degree to which extent to which the culture favors traditional masculine work roles of achievement, power, and control. Femininity is the degree to which little differentiation between male and female roles; a high rating indicates that women are treated as the equals of men in all aspects of the sociey.







UNCERTAINITY : The degree to which people in a people in a country prefer structured over unstructured situations defines their uncertainity avoidance







LONG TERM versus SHORT TERM ORIENTATION : People in a culture with long term orientation look to the future and value thrift, persistence, and tradition. In a short term orientation, people value the here and now; they accept change more readily and dont see commitments as impediments to change.







INDULGENCE versus RESTRAINT : Indulgence is the degree to which it is alright for people to enjoy life, have fun, and fulfill natural human desires. Restraint is the extent for which there are social norms governing the gratification of basic human desires and people's behavior.



Explain the following terms : I.



Machiavellianism: The degree to which an individual is pragmatic, maintains emotional distance, and believes that ends can justify means.



II.



Locus of control : The degree to which an individual likes or dislikes himself or
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herself, whether the person sees himself or herself as capable and effective, and whether the person feels in control of his or her enviornment or powerless over the enviornment. III.



Workplace spirituality : The rocognition that people have an inner life that nourishes and is nourished by meaningful work that takes place in the context of community.



People with which type of personality trait commonly make poor decisions because they make them too fast? A-6. People with type A personality commonly make poor decision because they make decision too fast. A person with a type A personality is “aggressively involved in a chronic, incessant struggle to achieve more and more in less and less time, and, if required to do so, against the opposing efforts of other things or other persons. Type A’s : 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Are always moving, walking and eating rapidly; Feel impatient with the rate at which most events take place; Strive to think or do two or more things at once; Cannot cope with leisure time; Are obsessed with numbers, measuring their success in terms of how many or how much of everything they acquire.



In contrast to the type A personality is the type B, who is exactly opposite. Type B never suffer from sense of the time urgency with its accompanying impatience, can relax without guilty. Type A’s operate under moderate to high level of stress. They subject themselves to more or less continuous time pressure, creating for themselves a life of deadlines. These characteristics results in some rather specific behavioral outcomes. For example: type A’s are fast workers because they emphasis quantity over quality. Why Organisation always thinks about the creation and sustain of culture is always productive? Organisation always try to create and sustain certain kind of culture. Because creation of a culture provides a familiar environment and work ethics for all its employees. There are many benefits to creating a strong organizational culture, including:  Efficiency gains  Increased productivity  Increased profit.
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4  Decreased employee turnover, as employee satisfaction levels rise and loyalty and commitment



is increased.  Raising the bar by creating an atmosphere for continuous improvement, shared ownership for



projects and shared accountability for results.  Developing leaders at all levels, which helps with succession planning.  Creating a culture of inquiry, adaptive capacity, and knowledge sharing (vs. knowledge



hoarding).  Enhanced ability for individuals and teams to embrace and adapt to change.



Providing Guidance  



Articulate the vision for sustainability, why it is important, and what people need to do, to support it. Communicate performance expectations and how progress will be measured. Building Competencies



 



Clarify roles and competencies required for managing/participating in sustainability initiatives. Provide education and training on sustainability as it relates to technical and business skills, including collaboration, innovation and project management. Creating Opportunities



    



Engage employees in sustainability planning and implementation, from business case development to reporting results and continuous improvement. Establish informal cross functional teams to provide education and help brainstorm issues/solutions. Establish a Continuous Improvement program to review processes, environmental issues and generate/prioritize new sustainability initiatives. Establish a Community of Practice/Center of Excellence in Sustainability to share and develop best practices. Provide necessary resources to support engagement, e.g., education and training budget, time, information, backfilling. Motivating



   



Inspire/energize employees to commit to the strategy; show its benefits and the importance of their contributions. Solicit and address questions and concerns. Reward behaviors needed to support sustainability. Celebrate accomplishments. Without fully engaging employees in your sustainability initiatives, you lose one of your most dynamic and powerful tools to build a culture of commitment, and potentially a competitive edge.
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Define Organization Behaviour. Discuss in brief challenges and opportunities for Organization Behaviour.



DEFINITIONS: “Organizational behaviour is a field of study that investigates the impact that individuals, groups and organizational structure have on behaviour within the organization, for the purpose of applying such knowledge towards improving an organizational effectiveness”. The above definition has three main elements; 1) An investigative study of individuals and groups. 2) The impact of organizational structure on human behaviour. 3) The application of knowledge to achieve organizational effectiveness. These factors are interactive in nature and the impact of such behaviour is applied to various systems so that the goals are achieved. The nature of study of organizational behaviour is investigative to establish cause and effect relationship. OB involves integration of studies undertaken relating to behavioural sciences like psychology, sociology, anthropology, economics, social psychology and political science. Therefore, organizational behaviour is a comprehensive field of study in which individual, group and organizational structure are studied in relation to organizational growth and organizational culture, in an environment where impact of modern technology is great. The aim of the study is to ensure that the human behaviour contributes towards growth of the organization and greater efficiency is achieved. Organizational behaviour can be defined as – “the study and application of knowledge about human behaviour related to other elements of an organization such as structure, technology and social systems (LM Prasad). Stephen P Robins defines “Organizational behaviour as a systematic study of the actions and attitudes that people exhibit within organizations.” Challenges and Opportunities of OB:  Improving Customer service: OB can contribute to improving an organizational performance by showing that how employee’s attitude and behavior are associated with customer satisfaction. In that case service should be first production oriented by using technological opportunities like computer, internet etc. To improve the customer service, Organization needs to provide sales service and also the after sales service.
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 Improving people skills: Designing motivating jobs, how creating the effective teams, techniques for improving interpersonal skills. In that case managers need to develop behavioral skill and need to create effective team in the organization by providing training. Sometimes employees don’t want to learn lesson. In that case managers face some problem and this is the challenge for the managers.  Empowering People: Empowering is to authorize another person, or group, to have the freedom to act, think, respond, initiate, and make decisions affecting their area of given responsibility. Managers empower staff. Leaders empower their leaders. Parents empower their children. Teachers empower their students. Pastors empower their congregations. Those that empower others do so through educating, resourcing, evaluating, and guiding. Dr. Stephen Covey describes empowerment this way“Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. Teach him to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.”  Stimulating innovation and change: Victory will go the organization the maintain their flexibility, continually improve their quality and beat their competitor in market place. Anorganization’s employees can be major block in change, the challenge to the manager to stimulate their creativity and tolerance for change. For an instance; For using cloths people’s choice are changing day by day so to capture the new customer the fashion designer need to innovate new dresses with new design to cope with the present environment of people’s choice.  Coping with Temporariness: Survival for the organization, is need to move fast and flexible and innovative in their products, jobs are redesigned, task are done by flexibility, trained old employees with new technology, better understanding of change, overcome resistance to change, create organizational culture. For an instance; In the year 2000 we was used to use the Nokia 1100 mobile phone but now we are used to using smart phone.
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So the company need to improve the product with new technologies.  Working in Global Network Organization: Global working through one link i.e. INTERNET, technology changes the people to work together and communicate at thousand miles, people can work from their home and non-office locations. For an instance; by Facebook we can increase our networking by the use of technology.  Helping employees Balance work-life conflicts: Flexible Working hours, reporting time, creating opportunities for employees, job security, design workplace and jobs. For an instance; for a individual one is professional life and another one is family life. In that case the individual should be very punctual to get the balance of work-life conflict.  Improving Ethical Behavior:      



Manager shouldn’t place an order on which subordinate don’t agree Define clearly the right and wrong conduct Fair policy and appropriate system Increase confidence and trust over organization Have some logic against order you place to employees. Define the term Motivation and compare Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory with ERG theory. Motivation: We define motivation as the processes that account for an individual’s intensity, direction and persistence of effort toward attaining goal. The three key elements in our definition are intensity, direction and persistence. INTENSITY describes how hard a person tries , high intensity is unlikely to lead to favourable job-performance outcomes unless the effort is channeled in a DIRECTION that benefits the organization. Efforts directed toward and consistent with the organization’s goals is the kind of effort we would be seeking. Finally, motivation has a PERSISTENCE dimensions.This measures how long a person can maintain efforts. Motivated individuals stay with a task long enough to achieve their goal.







There are two types in theories of motivation:
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1.



Content theory: Content theory explains why human needs change with time. Theory which explains what motivates you. Content theories explain the specific factors that motivate behavior. 2. Process theory: Process theory attempts to explain the mechanism by which human needs change. Some of the theories that fall in this category are expectancy theory, equity theory, and goal setting In management research, process theory provides an explanation for 'how' something happens and a variance theory explains 'why'.







Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs: It is a content theory. Maslow's motivation theory is that human beings are motivated by unsatisfied needs, and that certain lower factors need to be satisfied before higher needs can be satisfied. According to Maslow, there are general types of needs (physiological, survival, safety, love, and esteem) that must be satisfied before a person can act unselfishly. He called these needs "deficiency needs." As long as we are motivated to satisfy these cravings, we are moving towards growth, toward selfactualization. Satisfying needs is healthy, while preventing gratification makes us sick or act evilly.
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1. Physiological Needs: Physiological needs are those required to sustain life, such as: Air,Food,Water,Sleep According to this theory, if these fundamental needs are not satisfied, then one will surely be motivated to satisfy them. Higher needs such as social needs and esteem are not recognized until one satisfies the needs basic to existence. 2. Safety Needs: Once physiological needs are met, one's attention turns to safety and security in order to be free from the threat of physical and emotional harm. Such needs might be fulfilled by: Living in a safe area, Medi-calim insurance, Job security, Financial reserves. According to the Maslow hierarchy, if a person feels threatened, needs further up the pyramid will not receive attention until that need has been resolved. 3. Social Needs: Once a person has met the lower level physiological and safety needs, higher level motivators awaken. The first level of higher level needs are social needs. Social needs are those related to interaction with others and may includes :Friendship, Belonging to a group, Giving and receiving love.
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4. Esteem Needs: After a person feels that they "belong", the urge to attain a degree of importance emerges. Esteem needs can be categorized as external motivators and internal motivators. Internally motivating esteem needs are those such as self-esteem, accomplishment, and self respect. External esteem needs are those such as reputation and recognition. Some examples of esteem needs are: Recognition (external motivator) Attention (external motivator) Social Status (external motivator) Accomplishment (internal motivator) Self-respect (internal motivator). 5. Self-Actualization Needs: Self-actualization is the summit of Maslow's motivation theory. It is about the quest of reaching one's full potential as a person. Unlike lower level needs, this need is never fully satisfied; as one grows psychologically there are always new opportunities to continue to grow. Self-actualized people tend to have motivators such as: Truth Justice Wisdom Meaning Self-actualized persons have frequent occurrences of peak experiences, which are energized moments of profound happiness and harmony. According to Maslow, only a small percentage of the population reaches the level of self-actualization. 



ERG Theory: It is content theory.To bring Maslow’s need hierarchy theory of motivation in synchronization with empirical research, Clayton Alderfer redefined it in his own terms. His rework is called as ERG theory of motivation. He recategorized Maslow’s hierarchy of needs into three simpler and broader classes of needs:



1.Existence needs- These include need for basic material necessities. In short, it includes an individual’s physiological and physical safety needs. 2.Relatedness needs- These include the aspiration individual’s have for maintaining significant interpersonal relationships (be it with family, peers or superiors), getting public fame and recognition. Maslow’s social needs and external component of esteem needs fall under this class of need.
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3.Growth needs- These include need for self-development and personal growth and advancement. Maslow’s self-actualization needs and intrinsic component of esteem needs fall under this category of need.







Similarities of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs And ERG Theory: 1.Both the theories were formulated to explain human motivation in influencing behavior. 2.Both theories have needs arranged in certain hierarchy, lower needs at the bottom and higher needs at the top.
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Difference Between Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs And ERG Theory: 1.In Maslow’s theory, needs have been classified and arranged into five levels whereas in ERG needs have been classified and arranged into three levels. 2.In Maslow’s theory, needs are satisfied one at a time in a progression manner from lower to higher needs whereas in ERG several needs can be satisfied at one time despite of their level. 3.Whereas the ERG theory asserts that the order of the needs is different for different people, according to Maslow, the order of the needs is universal. 4.In the ERG model, frustration-regression is allowed whereby one can regress to lower level needs that may be easier to achieve if they are unsuccessful in attaining higher level goals. There is no such provision in Maslow’s theory since the needs are only achieved in a bottom to up trend.



What is OB? Explain the various prospects of it. Organizational behavior is the study of both group and individual performance and activity within an organization. Internal and external perspectives are two theories of how organizational behavior can be viewed by companies. Organizational behavior is the study of both group and individual performance and activity within an organization.This article throws light on the two roles of organisationalbehaviour in organisation, i.e, (a) Understanding Human Behaviour and (b) Influencing the Human Behaviour. A. Understanding Human Behavior: Organisations are people and without people there would be no organisations. If the managers are to understand the organisations in which they work, they must first understand the people
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who make up the organisations. Organisationalbehaviour is the tool, which helps the managers in understanding human behaviour in all the directions in which the human beings interact.



(i) Individual Behaviour: The main focus of behavioural sciences is on the study of individual behaviour. It tries to analyze why and how an individual behaves in a particular way in a given situation. The behaviour of individuals is affected by a number of psychological, social and cultural factors. The job of organisational behaviorist is to integrate these factors to help in understanding human behaviour. (ii) Interpersonal Behaviour: Behavioural Sciences also provide means for understanding interpersonal behaviour in the organisations. In organisations, two person relationship is inevitable. Interpersonal interaction represents man’s most natural attempt at socialization. By studying behavioural sciences, the managers can understand themselves and the others better. This will help in improving interpersonal relations also. The techniques, generally, used for studying interpersonal behaviour are study of perception, role analysis, transaction analysis etc. (iii) Group Behaviour: Hawthorne studies have proven that an individual behaves differently as an individual and as a member of the group. His behaviour is often modified by group norms. Group behaviour has a synergic impact on the performance. Group formation, behaviour and interactions are studied in the course of the organisational process. Management can use group dynamics for better communication, effective leadership and building high morale. (iv) Inter Group Behaviour: Organisations consist of a large number of groups, which leads to complexity of relationships. It is very important for the managers to understand the group relationships. The cooperation, coordination and conflicts within groups influence performances. Organisationalbehaviour helps the managers in achieving cooperative group relationships through interaction, rotation of members among groups, avoidance of win-lose situation and focus on total group objectives. B. Influencing the Human Behavior: Managers can influence the behaviourthrough control and direction.After understanding the human behaviour in the organisations the next job of the manager is to influence the behaviour so that it conforms to the standards required for achieving the organisationalOrganisationalbehaviour helps the managers in influencing the behaviour in the following ways:
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1. Leadership: Leadership helps the management in bringing human behaviour in tune with the organisational requirements. An organisation must have effective leadership for its survival and growth. The leadership theories are perpetually accepted by an organisation for smooth performance of their activities. There are trait, goal and situational approaches for the development of leadership. An organisation can achieve success only with the right type of leadership. A competent leader uses all the human and physical resources at the maximum levels for achieving the organisational goals. Leadership serves as the link among the individuals, groups and various other aspects of the organisation. 2. Motivation: Motivation in an organisation is essential for ongoing work. Human beings work not only for money but also for getting job satisfaction. The job of a manager in the organisation is to get things done through others. He will be successful in his job when he can motivate his subordinates to work for organisational goals. Organisationalbehaviour helps the managers in understanding the needs and desiresof the subordinates and other factors which affect theirmotivation. The monetary and non-monetary awards are used as incentives to motivate the subordinates. 3. Communication: People come in contact with each other through communication, thus, communication is known as the building block of the organisation. To achieve organisational effectiveness, the communication must be effective. Behavioural sciences help in improving communication in the organisation. The communication process and how it works in interpersonal dynamics is evaluated by behavioural sciences. Organisationalbehaviour analyses the factors that affect communication so as to make it more effective. 4. Organisational Change and Development: Organisational development is needed for the change and development of individuals. Organisations have to undergo changes as a result of social, technological, political and other environmental factors. The organisational change and development are successfully handled by the use of behavioural science knowledge. Change can be introduced through group dynamics and proper education of employees through effective communication. The benefits of change should be highlighted and information should be shared with all those likely to be affected by the change.
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5. Organisational Climate: Organisational climate is the sum total of all the organisational situations affecting human behaviour. Organisationalbehaviour views organisational climate in totality rather than merely improving physical working conditions, or increasing employees’ satisfaction by changing isolated work process. Organisational climate is the creation of an atmosphere of effective supervision, the opportunity for the realization of personal goals, good relations with others at the work place and sense of accomplishment. Organisational climate, thus, takes a systems perspective and affects human behaviour. Organisationalbehaviour creates an atmosphere of participative leadership, two way communication, adequate compensation and better equipment’s for the job. To conclude, it can be said that organisationalbehaviour is an exciting field of study which can help the managers in effective handling of human resources for the realization of organisational goals. Specifically, it helps in understanding and managing human behavior. Prospects : –



The organization’s base: rests on management’s philosophy, values, vision and goals.



– This in turn drives the organizational culture which is composed of the formal organization, informal organization, and the social environment. – The culture determines the type of leadership, communication, and group dynamics within the organization. – The workers perceive this as the quality of work life which directs their degree of motivation. – The final outcome is performance, individual satisfaction, and personal growth and development. – All these elements combine to build the model or framework that the organization operates from. Outcome: performance, individual satisfaction, personal growth and development Degree of motivation Quality of work life Type of leadership, communication and group dynamics
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Organisational culture Management’s philosophy, values, vision and goal.



Explain Hofstede’s Five Cultures dimensions.



Ans. One of the most widely referenced approaches for analyzing variations among cultures was done in the late 1970s by Geert Hofstede. He surveyed more than 116,000 IBM employees in 40 countries about their work related values and found that managers and employees vary on five dimensions of national culture : 1] POWER DISTANCE : A National culture attribute that describes the extent to which a society accepts that power in institutions and organizations is distributed unequally. A high PD score indicates that society accepts an unequal distribution of power, and that people understand "their place" in the system. Low PD means that power is shared and well dispersed. It also means that society members view themselves as equals. 2] INDIVIDUALISM VERSUS COLLECTIVISM : Individualism - A National culture attribute that describes the degree to which people prefer to act as individuals rather than as members of groups. Collectivism- A National culture attribute that describes a tight social framework in which people expect others in groups of which people expect others in groups of which they are a part to look after them and protect them. 3] MASCULINITY VERSUS FEMINITY : masculinity – A national culture attribute that describes the extent to which the culture favors traditional masculine work roles of achievement, power, and control. Societal values are characterized by assertiveness and materialism. Femininity: A national culture attribute that has little differentiation between male and female roles ,where women are treated as the equals of men in all aspects of the society. 4) uncertainty avoidance: a national culture attribute that describe the extent to which a society feels threatened by uncertain and ambiguous situations and tries to avoid them. Long term orientation: a national culture attribute that emphasizes the future, thrift, and persistence. Short term orientation: a national culture attribute that emphasizes the past and present,respect for tradition,and fulfillment of social obligations.
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1. Psychological: “Psychology is the science that seeks to measure, explain, and sometime change the behavior of human and other animals.” It include learning perception, personality, emotions, training, leadership effectiveness need and motivational forces, job satisfaction, decision – making processes, performance appraisal, attitude measurement, employees – selection techniques work design and job stress. 2. Sociology: The study of people in relation to their social environment or culture. Sociology has contributed to research on organizational culture formal organization theory and structure organizational technology communications power and conflict. 3. Anthropology: The study of societies to learn about human beings and their activities. Anthropologists work on cultures and environments has helped us understand differences in fundamental values, attitudes, and behavior between people in different countries and within different organizations. 4. Political behavior: Activities that is not required as parts of Persons formal role in the organization but that influence, or attempt to influence, the distribution of advantages and disadvantages within the organization. Politics is concerned with the distribution of advantages and disadvantages within the organization. 5. Goal setting theory: A theory that says that specific and difficult goals, with feed-back, lead to higher performance. 6. Autocratic model : Autocratic is an adjective that means characteristic of an absolute rule or autocratic describes a way of ruling but not in nice way an autocratic leader is one who rules within iron fist in other words someone with the behavior of a dictator. 7. Collegial model:
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“Collegial is an adjective describing a work environment where responsibility and authority is shared equally by colleagues you know you in a collegial environment when your co-worker smile at you and you don’t have to hide from your supervisor.” 8. Supportive model: In supportive model the manager is not so interested in giving order and managing every detail as in giving employees the tools they to work themselves. While delegation is a vital part of supportive model manager do not simply assign task and then receive the results intend they work through the task with employee to improve skills and talent until the manager does not need to worry about a task being done correctly and the employee is fully empowered in a particular area. 9. Custodian model: A financial institution that holds customers securities for safekeeping so as to minimize the risk on their theft or loss. A custodian holds securities and other assets in electronic or physical form. 10. Socialization process: A process that adapts employees to the organizations culture. New employees are not fully indoctrinated in the organizations culture. Because they are unfamiliar with the organizations culture, new employees are potentially likely to disturb the beliefs and customs that are in place. The organization will, therefore want to help new employees adapt to its culture. This adaptation process is called socialization process. 11. Anthropology: The study of societies to learn about human beings and their activities. Anthropologists work on cultures and environments has helped us understand differences in fundamental values, attitudes, and behavior between people in different countries and within different organizations. 12. Heuristics: Heuristic is any approach to problem solving learning or discovery that employs a practical method not guaranteed to be optimal or perfect but sufficient for the immediate goals where finding an optimal solution is impossible or impractical, heuristic methods can be used to speed up the process of finding a satisfactory solution heuristics can be mental shortcuts that ease the cognitive load of making decision.
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What do you think is the single most critical ‘people’ problem facing managers today? Give specific support for your position. ANS: - Managers don’t know how to deal with people. Good managers are not only managing their time, and distributing the work evenly amongst employees, but also need to be able to listen to their employees’ needs, and try to make their work an efficient and easy as possible. Low Morale: The employees who are working under the managers, feel insecure regarding their jobs. The work load upon them to complete a task, and the knowledge of economic stink makes them pessimists. They are reluctant to share with their managers, thus feeling low about their own jobs. Trust: Workers don’t trust their managers. They only listen to the work given to them, but don’t try to reason it. When their managers take a decision on behalf of them for their betterment, they do not trust them, they feel it’s against them. Work ethics, punctuality, lack of enthusiasm on the part of employees. Respect for the fellow beings or co-workers and their managers and seniors. Loyalty towards their own jobs, and towards the completion of their own assigned work. People want to get highly paid without actually doing hard work equal to their pay scale.



The OB helps organisational members to understand various individuals, groups and organizational process. These processes invariably contribute to individual, group and organizational effectiveness. Explain this statement giving suitable examples. What do you understand by organizational culture? Discuss some important guidelines for managing culture differences at work so that organizations can perform effectively and efficiently. Give some suitable examples. ANS: - Organisational behaviour is an important concept for any organisation, since it deals with the three determinants of behaviour in organisations: individuals, groups and structure. OB then applies the knowledge gained about individuals, groups, and the effects of structure on behaviour in order to make organizations work more effectively. OB is concerned with the study of what people do in an organisation and how their behaviour affects the organisations performance. OB is concerned with employee related situations, it tends to emphasize behaviour related to jobs, work, absenteeism, employment turnover, human performance and management.
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The organisation’s base rest on management philosophy, values, visions and goals. This in turn drives the organizational culture which is composed of the formal organisation, informal organisation and the social environment. The culture determines the type of leadership, communication and group dynamics within the organisation. The final outcomes are performance, individual satisfaction and personal growth and development. ORAGANISATIONAL CULTURE Organisational culture is a system of shared assumptions, value and beliefs which govern how people behave in organisations. These shared values have a strong influence on the people in the organisation and dictate how they dress, act and perform their jobs. MANAGING CULTURE DIVERSITY IN WORK AND ORGANISATION: Developing cultural competence results in an ability to understand, communicate, with, and effectively interact with people across cultures and work with varying cultural beliefs and schedules. 1. Communication; providing information accurately and promptly is critical to effective work and team performance. This is particularly important when a project is troubled and needs immediate corrective actions. However, people from different cultures vary in how they relate to bad news. E.g. people from some Asian cultures are reluctant to give supervisors bad news- while those from other cultures may exaggerate it. 2. Team-building- some cultures, like the united states- are individualistic and people want to go alone. Other cultures value co-operation with or among other teams. Team-building issues can become more problematic as teams are comprised of people from a mix of these cultural types. 3. Time: cultures differ in how they view time. For e.g. they differ in the balance between work and family life, and the workplace mix between work and social behaviour. 4. Calendar- the business world generally runs on the western secular year, beginning with January 1 and ending with December 31



What is attitude? Explain Job related attitudes. Attitude is evaluative statement by an individual regarding person, object or situation. Following are the types of attitude:-
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A person can have thousands of attitudes,but OB mainly focus on three types of attitudes, they are, 1) 2) 3) 1)



Job satisfaction Job involvement and Organizational commitment Job satisfaction:



It describes a positive feeling about a job, resulting from an evaluation of its characteristics. A person with a high level of job satisfaction holds positive feelings about his or her job, while a dissatisfied person holds negative feelings. When people speak of employee attitudes, they usually mean job satisfaction. In fact,the two are frequently used interchangeably. 2) Job involvement: Related to job satisfaction is job involvement. Job involvement measures the degree to which people identify psychologically with their job and consider their perceived performance level important to self-worth. Employee with high level of job involvement strongly identify with and really care about the kind of work they do. Another closely related concept is psychological empowerment, which is employeesbeliefs in the degree to which they influence their work environment, their competence, the meaningfulness of their job, and the perceived autonomy in their work. 3) Organizational commitment: A state in which an employee identifies with a particular organization and its goals and wishes to maintain membership in the organization is called organizational commitment. So high job involvement means identifying with your specific job, while high organizational commitment means identifying with your employing organization. There are three separate dimensions to organizational commitment. 1 Affective commitment :- It is an emotional attachment to the organization and a belief in its values.



2 Continuance commitment:- It is the perceived economic value of remaining with an organization compared to leaving it, an employee may be committed to an employer because she is paid well and feels it would hurt her family to quit. 3 Normative commitment:- It is an obligation to remain with an organization for moral or ethical reasons.
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Define cognitive theory and expectancy theory. Compare these theories with each other. Motivation: The process that accounting for an individual’s intensity , direction and persistence of effort toward attaining a goal.  COGNITIVE EVALUATION THEORY: It is a process that the introduction of extrinsic rewards, such as pay, for work effort that was previously intrinsically rewarding due to the pleasure associated with the content of the work itself tends to decrease overall motivation. For example: A girl working with NGO as a volunteer. She put 18 hours a week helping people. Then 3 months ago they hired her as full time INR28000 a month. So her motive become changed. So she didn’t find fun as she early had. So her working towards NGO become changed is called cognitive theory.  Expectancy theory:  Author Name: VICTOR VROOM Expectancy theory argues that the strength of a tendency to act in a certain way depends on the strength of an expectation that the act will be followed by a given outcome and on the attractiveness of that outcome to the individual. For example: Employees will be motivated to exert a high level of effort when they believe that effort will lead to a good performance appraisal; that a good appraisal will lead to organizational rewards such as a bonus, a salary increase, or a promotion; and that reward will satisfy the employees personal goals. 



Comparison between cognitive theory and expectancy theory: COGNITIVE THEORY EXPECTANCY THEORY  Extrinsic reward leads to lower  Extrinsic rewards & its value for level of motivation. the individuals decide the level of motivation they have.  Extrinsic rewards is having  Higher the value of reward negative relation with the level higher the level of motivation. of motivation.  Verbal rewards increase  Employee works hard in hope of intrinsic motivation while getting a promotion but gets a tangible rewards undermine it. pay raise instead.
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So, motivation theory of cognitive and expectancy theory talk about that were employee of the firm gets motivated and demotivated.



Topic – Behavior 1. Behavior is generally predicated so there is depends on other contribution as well‘ Explain / 18. If we want to explain and predict behavior, We need to understand how people learn/ 12. Explain Social Learning Theory and its Process with example? Any relatively permanent change in behavior that occurs as a result of experience. Three theories have been offered to explain the process by which we acquire of behavior. (1)Classical Conditioning Classical conditioning A type of conditioning in which an individual respond to some stimulus that would not ordinarily produce such a respond. Classical Conditioning grew out of experiments to teach dogs to salivate in response to the ringing of a bell, conducted in the early 1900s by Russian physiologist Ivan Pavlov. A simple surgical procedure allowed Pavlov to measure accurately the amount of saliva secreted by a dog. When Pavlov presented the dog with piece of meat, the dog exhibited a noticeable increase in salivation. When Pavlov withheld the presentation of meat and merely rang a bell, the dog did not salivate. Then Pavlov proceeded to link the meat and the ringing of the bell. After repeatedly hearing the bell before getting the food, the dog began to salivate as soon as the bell rang. After a while, the dog would salivate merely at sound of the bell, even if no food was offered. In effect, the dog had learned to respond that is, to salivate to the bell. The meat was an unconditional stimulus, it invariably caused the dog to react in specific way. The reaction that took place whenever the unconditioned stimulus occurred was called the unconditioned response. Using this concepts, we can summarize classical conditioning. Essentially, learning a conditioned response involves building up an association between a conditioned stimulus and an unconditioned stimulus. When the stimuli, one compelling and the other one neutral, are paired, the neutral one becomes a conditioned stimulus and, hence, takes on the properties of the unconditioned stimulus. (2)Operant Conditioning
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Operant Conditioning A type of conditioning in which desired voluntary behavior leads to a reward or prevents a punishment. Operant Conditioning argues that behavior is a function of its consequences. operant behavior means voluntary or learned behavior in contrast to reflexive or unlearned behavior. The tendency to repeat such behavior is influenced by the reinforcement or lack of reinforcement brought about by the consequence of the behavior. Therefore, reinforcement strengthens a behavior and increases the likelihood that it will be repeated. what Pavlov did for classical conditioning, the Harvard psychologist, Skinner did for operant conditioning. Skinner argued that creating pleasing consequences to follow specific forms of behavior would increase the frequency of that behavior. He demonstrated that people will most likely engage in desired behaviors if they are positively reinforced for doing so, that rewards are most effective if they immediately follow the desired response, and that behavior that is not rewarded, or punished, is less likely to be repeated. This is described in Exhibit 2-4.We know when a professor who place a mark by a student‘s name each time the student makes a contribution to class discussions. Operant conditioning would argue that this practice is motivating because it conditions a student to expect a reward each time she demonstrates a specific behavior. The concept of operant conditioning was part of Skinner‘s broader concept of behaviorism, which argues that behavior follows stimuli in a relatively unthinking manner. In Skinner‘s from of radical behaviorism, concepts such as feeling, thoughts, and other states of mind are rejected as causes of behavior. In short, people learn to associate stimulus and response, but their conscious awareness of this association is irrelevant. If a behavior fails to be positively reinforced, the probability that the behavior will be repeated declines.



(3)Social Learning The view that people can learn through observation and direct experience. Is called Social Learning theory. People respond to how they perceive and define consequences, not to the objective consequences themselves. The influence of models is central to the social-learning viewpoint. Four processes have been found to determine the influence that a model will have on an individual: (1)Attentional processes
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People learn from a model only when they recognize and pay attention to its critical features. We tend to be most influenced by models that are attractive, repeatedly available, important to us, or similar to us in our estimation. (2)Retention processes A model‘s influence will depend on how well the individual remembers the model‘s action after the model is no longer readily available. (3)Motor reproduction processes After a person has seen a new behavior by observing the model, the watching must be converted to doing. This process then demonstrates that the individual can perform the modeled activities. (4)Reinforcement processes Individuals will be motivated to exhibit the modeled behavior if positive incentives or rewards are provided. Behaviors that are positively reinforced will be given more attention, learned better, and performed more often. Topic - Personality 2. What are the Big Five Personality Traits? How do they predict work behavior?/ 13. Define personality and explain Big five Model of Personality/ 25. Explain the Five – Factor ( ―Big Five‖ ) Model of Personality giving suitable examples



(1)



(2)



(3)



(4)



The Big Five Personality Model The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator may lack strong supporting evidence, but an impressive body of research supports the thesis of the Big Five Model —that five basic dimensions underlie all others and encompass most of the significant variation in human personality. Moreover, test scores of these traits do a very good job of predicting how people behave in a variety of real-life situations. The following are the Big Five factors:Extraversion:-The extraversion dimension captures our comfort level with relationships. Extraverts tend to be gregarious, assertive, and sociable. Introverts tend to be reserved, timid, and quiet. Agreeableness:-The agreeableness dimension refers to an individual‘s propensity to defer to others. Highly agreeable people are cooperative, warm, and trusting. People who score low on agreeableness are cold, disagreeable, and antagonistic. Conscientiousness:-The conscientiousness dimension is a measure of reliability. A highly conscientious person is responsible, organized, dependable, and persistent. Those who score low on this dimension are easily distracted, disorganized, and unreliable. Emotional stability:-The emotional stability dimension—often labeled by its converse, neuroticism—taps a person‘s ability to withstand stress. People with positive emotional
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stability tend to be calm, self-confident, and secure. Those with high negative scores tend to be nervous, anxious, depressed, and insecure. (5) Openness to experience:-The openness to experience dimension addresses range of interests and fascination with novelty. Extremely open people are creative, curious, and artistically sensitive. Those at the other end of the category are conventional and find comfort in the familiar.



The big five model High Extraversion:Extraverted, gregarious, outgoing, active, assertive, and high spirited. Prefer to be around people most of the time. Agreeableness:Compassionate, good-natured, and eager to cooperate and to avoid conflict. Are warm, and trusting. Conscientiousness:conscientious, well-organized, dependable, and persistent. Have high standards and always strive to achieve goals. Emotional stability:- People with positive emotional stable, tend to be calm, selfconfident, and secure. Openness to experience:Creative, curious, and artistically sensitive. Have broad interests and are very imaginative.



Average Low Moderate in activity and Introverted, reserved, timid, enthusiasm. Enjoy the and serious. Prefer to be alone company of others but also or with a few close friend. value privacy. Generally warm, trusting and Hard-headed, skeptical, proud, agreeable, but can sometimes competitive, cold, be stubborn and competitive. disagreeable, and antagonistic.



Dependable and moderately well-organized. Generally have clear goals, but are able to set the work aside.



Easy going, not very wellorganized, and sometimes careless and unreliable. Prefer not to make plans.



Generally calm and able to deal with stress, but sometimes experience feeling of guilt, anger, or sadness. Practical but willing to consider new ways of doing things. Seek a balance between the old and the new.



Nervous, anxious, depressed, and insecure.
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3. What is Cognitive evaluation theory? What does is assume about intrinsic and extrinsic rewards on behavior. Cognitive evaluation theory: Introduction of extrinsic reward such as pay for work effort that was previously intrinsically rewarding due to the pleasure associated with the content of the work itself tends to decrease overall motivation. Eg. Ritu started working at an NGO as a volunteer. She put 18hours a week helping people adopt pets and coming to work then 3 month ago they hired her full time at INR 28000 month she had to do the same work she did before but she did not found it interesting. Following is an explanation for Ritu‘s reaction. Historically motivation theorists generally assumed that instrinsic reward work as interesting work were independent of extrinsic reward such as high pay. But cognitive evaluation theory suggest otherwise. It argues that when extrinsic reward are used are by organization as payoffs for superior performance exstrinsic reward which are derived individuals doing what they like are reduced. In other words extrinsic reward are given to someone for performing an interesting task it causes instrinsic interest in the task itself to decline. An individual experiences a loss of control over her own behavior so the previous instrinsic motivation diminishes furthermore. The elimination in an individual‘s perception of causation of why she works on a task. If the cognitive evaluation theory is valid it should have major implication for managerial practice. It has been a truism among compensations specialist for year that if pay or there extrinsic reward are to be effect motivators they should be made contingent on an individual performance. But cognitive evaluation theorists would argue that this will only tend to decrease the internal satisfaction that the individuals receives from doing the job. In fact if cognitive evaluation theory is correct it would make an individuals pay noncontingent on performance. Extrinsic reward that are verbal for receiving praise from a supervisor or coworker or tangible for example money can actually have different effect on individual instrinsic motivation. That is verbal reward increase instrinsic motivation. Whereas tangible reward undermine it. 4. What are major job attitudes? In what ways are these attitudes alike? What is unique about each? Major Job Attitudes are as follows:
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 Job Satisfaction –



A positive feeling about the job resulting from an evaluation of its characteristics



 Job Involvement –



Degree of psychological identification with the job where perceived performance is important to self-worth



 Psychological Empowerment –



Belief in the degree of influence over the job, competence, job meaningfulness, and autonomy Organizational Commitment



–



Identifying with a particular organization and its goals, while wishing to maintain membership in the organization.



–



Three dimensions:



–



Affective – emotional attachment to organization



–



Continuance Commitment – economic value of staying



–



Normative – moral or ethical obligations



–



Has some relation to performance, especially for new employees.



–



Less important now than in the past – now perhaps more of an occupational commitment, loyalty to profession rather than a given employer.



 Perceived Organizational Support (POS) –



Degree to which employees believe the organization values their contribution and cares about their well-being.



–



Higher when rewards are fair, employees are involved in decision making, and supervisors are seen as supportive.



–



High POS is related to higher OCBs and performance.



 Employee Engagement –



The degree of involvement with, satisfaction with, and enthusiasm for the job.



–



Engaged employees are passionate about their work and company
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5. What sort of goals does Management By Objectives (MBO) emphasize? MBO is a systematic way to utilize goal-setting. Goals must be: i)



Tangible



ii)



Verifiable



iii)



Measurable



Corporate goals are broken down into smaller, more specific goals at each level of organization. Four common ingredients to MBO programs: iv)



Goal specificity



v)



Participative decision making



vi)



Explicit time period



vii)



Performance feedback



6. You are a sales representative for an international software company. After four excellent years, sales in your territory are off 30 percent this year. Describe three defensive responses you might use to reduce the potential negative consequences of this decline in sales. One theoretical model—the exit–voice–loyalty–neglect framework—is helpful in understanding the consequences of dissatisfaction illustrates the framework‘s four responses, which differ along two dimensions: constructive/ destructive and active/passive. The responses are as follows: Exit. The exit response directs behavior toward leaving the organization, including looking for a new position as well as resigning. Voice. The voice response includes actively and constructively attempting to improve conditions, including suggesting improvements, discussing problems with superiors, and undertaking some forms of union activity. Loyalty. The loyalty response means passively but optimistically waiting for conditions to improve, including speaking up for the organization in the face of external criticism and trusting the organization and its management to ―do the right thing.‖ Neglect. The neglect response passively allows conditions to worsen and includes chronic absenteeism or lateness, reduced effort, and increase error rate. foresight school – MBA Tuitions - 9825204615
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Exit



Voice



• Behavior directed toward leaving the organization



• Active and constructive attempts to improve conditions



Neglect



Loyalty



• Allowing conditions to worsen



• Passively waiting for conditions to improve



7. A positive attitude towards work reflects an individual‘s tendency to think, feel and behave favourably towards the organization and it‘s goals. Discuss how the following focus areas can encourage favourable employee attitudes : i)



Structural empowerment



ii)



Employee Welfare



iii)



Individual and Group Incentives



A positive attitude towards work reflects an individual‘s tendency to think, feel and behave favourably towards the organization and it‘s goals. Discuss how the following focus areas can encourage favourable employee attitudes : i) Structural empowerment ii) Employee Welfare iii) Individual and Group Incentives
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It is truly said that a positive attitude towards work reflects an individual‘s tendency to think, feel and behave favourably towards the organization and it‘s goal. Structural empowerment As in any organization no specific centralized system is there, each and every level of employee is the integral part of the organization. No span of control as the work is divided equally among the employees according to the skills they acquire. The hierarchy is followed in a proper way, i.e the important decision making of the organization is done by the higher level of management taking care of mid level and bottom level management. It is both employee as well as organization oriented, which means whatever is given by the employees to the company, same way the company returns to the employees of the company. Both takes care of each other in the appropriate way. In structural empowerment, its allowed to each and everyone to put forward their point of view. Even the lower level employees should be involved as part of decision making process. It generally happens in the organization where the structure is formally and properly followed in order to run the organization effectively. Employee welfare It refers to the welfare of the employee who are contributing to the organization. Like the culture of google, it has given the employees the freedom where they don‘t have to work according to any rules and they can be flexible with the timings and the work they do, the ambience is made in such a way that its very relaxing and comfortable where the employees can think more creatively and add something to the organization or the development for the organization. Family engagement: The organizations also provide the aid to the employees whenever required, the families of the employees are taken care so that the employees are getting motivated to work. Transparency : The transparency refers to the decision making done by the top level employees involving the low level employees.
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Appraisals: It refers to the promotions, increment, bonuses, medical facilities, insurances and any other facilities which are provided to the employees of the organization to motivate them and get work done by them. Personal goals aligned with company’s goal: An individual‘s goal is to reach on the top position in the organization and to make a lot of money, but to acquire all this, it is very important to accomplish the goals of the organization. If they are able to achieve something for themselves then definitely they going to do something good for the organization and hence personal goals of an individual does matter to accomplish the goals of the organization. Individual and Group Incentives Employee tend to work more provided the incentives are the motivating factor, it can be individual or group incentives. Individual incentives help an individual employee to grow more and be successful, incentives can be monetary or in any other form like providing touring packages etc. Group incentives also helps the group to work more and stand different, group incentives are also monetary and non monetary, more ideas are created in the group and generally it helps in new idea formation. And incentives make the group work more deeply and concentrately. 8. Discuss the factors that shape Personality. Personality The dynamic organization within the individual of those psychophysical systems that determine his unique adjustments to his environment. –



The sum total of ways in which an individual reacts and interacts with others, the measurable traits a person exhibits Measuring Personality – – –



Helpful in hiring decisions Most common method: self-reporting surveys Observer-ratings surveys provide an independent assessment of personality – often better predictors Personality determinants Personality appears to be a result of both heredity and environment factors. However it might surprise you that research in personality development has tended to better support the importance of heredity over the environment.
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Heredity –



Factors determined at conception: physical stature, facial attractiveness, gender, temperament, muscle composition and reflexes, energy level, and bio-rhythms – This ―heredity approach‖ argues that genes are the source of personality – Twin studies: raised apart but very similar personalities – There is some personality change over long time periods There has been a long standing debate about whether genetics or environments are more important in determining personality. They both play an important role. The heredity approach refers to factors determined at conception such as physical stature and gender. This has been reaffirmed by studies that have looked at twins who were raised apart but still had similar personalities can, however change over time. Factors which shape personality Personality is the sum total of mental characteristics that makes an individual unique when compared to others. A There is also thoughts, as well as emotions which an individual experiences, which causes him to behave the way he does. A At a very superficial level, personality comes out through one's disposition or emotional tone. A However, personality is also reflected in the values, beliefs, and expectations of a person. Most of the factors which shape someone's personality are a result of his/her heredity and the environment in which he/she was exposed to. Research findings suggest that heredity is largely responsible for basic traits such as the emotional tone, whereas, values, beliefs, and expectations are a result of experiences and socialization that a person had in his/her childhood. It is interesting to note that the exchanges that a person has with the social environment as a child can cause some hereditary factors to contribute to his/her personality. For example, a person may not be a good singer, because he has not inherited a good voice. As a child, if he is repeatedly told that he is a bad singer, he is likely to shy away from any form of cultural activity. Even after becoming an adult, he will have this feeling inside, which would inhibit him from doing a lot of things that he loves doing, simply because of fear of rejection. All these shape the way he perceives himself too. Likewise, nasty remarks about a person's skin color can also have similar effect. One major environmental factor which influences personality is the way children are brought up different societies. In the US, children are brought up to be strong and independent. Parents treat children almost as equals. They have a right to voice their opinions. They are encouraged to do part time jobs and make money. All this is done to make them responsible individuals. However, in India, children are brought up in a more protected environment. Parents take care of all their children's needs till they attain adulthood. They are made to feel responsible only after they become adults.
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In spite of these differences, there are some similarities too. In all societies, boys and girls are socialized in different ways. Boys are given more freedom than girls. Boys have the freedom to experiment and do physically demanding tasks, whereas girls are taught to do domestic work and prepared for child rearing. Unique situations or events can also contribute to shaping the personality. Having an abusive parent, encountering a major accident, or witnessing a murder, etc can leave scars that won't wear off easily. It can make people fearful and less trusting.
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Topic – Motivation



9. Motivation is the key to good performance. Explain how managers must use the Alderfer‘s ERG Theory of Motivation to create a motivated workforce in the organization. Give suitable examples .



10. ‗Upper level need become Motivational and lower level needs must be completely satisfied‘ Justify OR 11. In your own words, explain briefly Maslow‘s theory of motivation. Relate it to Herzberg‘s two-factor theory and Alderfer‘s ERG model.



Motivation theories
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Matching Content Theories
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12. Explain Bandura‘s Self-Efficacy Theory. This theory is developed by Albert Bandura. This theory is based on an individual‘s belief that he or she is capable of performing a task. This theory is a complement to the goalsetting theory as it incorporates goals into the process. Higher efficacy is related to greater confidence, greater persistence in the face of difficulties, and responding to negative feedback with working harder, not shutting down.  Self-efficacy is an individual’s belief that he or she is capable of performing a task. –



–



Higher efficacy is related to: •



Greater confidence



•



Greater persistence in the face of difficulties



•



Better response to negative feedback (work harder)



Self-efficacy complements goal-setting theory



Increased Confidence



Given Hard Goal



Higher SelfSet Goal Increasing Self Efficacy  Enactive mastery –



Most important source of efficacy



–



Gaining relevant experience with task or job
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–



―Practice makes perfect‖



 Vicarious modeling –



Increasing confidence by watching others perform the task



–



Most effective when observer sees the model to be similar to him- or herself



 Verbal persuasion –



Motivation through verbal conviction



–



Pygmalion and Galatea effects – self-fulfilling prophecies



 Arousal –



Getting ―psyched up‖ – emotionally aroused – to complete task



–



Can hurt performance if emotion is not a component of the task



Topic – Transaction Analysis 13. What is Transaction Analysis? Explain major types of Transaction/ Transactional Analysis talks about Three Ego - States as components of individual Personality. Discuss the various inter-personal transactions that occur based on the ego-state that one operates from. Also discuss how favourable each transaction is towards healthy performance at work. Model for analyzing human behavior using familiar terminology. Structural analysis is useful to understand how we get to be who we are. Person has 3 sources of behavior called ego states: 



Parent - behaviors copied from parental figure.







Adult - behaviors involving objective facts.







Child - behaviors retained from childhood.
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All 3 ego states exist within everyone. Each ego state necessary for well-integrated personality. Can enable person to better understand values, behaviors, and thoughts. Awareness can help to improve one‘s effectiveness in an organization. All 3 ego states exist within everyone. A transaction is basic unit of communication. Every interaction among people involves transaction between ego states. Transactions are defined as: 



Complementary: Occurs when a message sent from one ego state receives an expected response from other person‘s appropriate ego state.
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Crossed: Occurs when a message from one ego state receives response from inappropriate or unexpected ego state.







Ulterior: Involves two ego states simultaneously: The literal words of the transaction, which may mean one thing. And the underlying intent, which may mean something entirely different.



Strokes in TA Are Recognition Stroke is any form of recognition including physical, verbal, and visual. foresight school – MBA Tuitions - 9825204615
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Strokes are conditional and unconditional Conditional strokes tied to some type of performance by receiver of stroke. Unconditional strokes are given with no strings attached. Both types of strokes are appropriate. Strokes in TA may be: 



Positive: Transactions that provide expected response and reassure a person‘s worth. Results in a ―You‘re OK‖ feeling.







Negative: Critical transactions resulting in unexpected, unreassuring response. Results in ―You‘re not OK‖ feeling.







Crooked: Transactions that have double meaning. Transmits message different from words a person uses. TA emphasizes open communications. Provides framework for examining how people communicate and work. Adult-to-adult transactions help develop employee involvement and empowerment.



14. Write an imaginary conversation with at least five lines of dialogue for each character between two persons so that they fulfil the following requirement in the following situations. After writing the dialogues, analyse the same and comment on its possible outcomes and effectiveness. Characters: One Male Boss (33 years) and One Female Subordinate (26years) Place: Office – Canteen Setting: The female subordinate has not performed her job responsibilities and was not successful in achieving her results the last year. Even though not performing her duties she is expecting promotion. She is very skilful and has almost convinced her boss with the reasons for not achieving the targets last year. The boss has accepted the reasons given by the subordinate and plans to promote the subordinate by giving her one more opportunity. Keeping the Ego States of Transactional Analysis in mind you are required to frame dialogues between these two characters and highlight which Ego states are present during their interaction. Company: coca-cola (cold drink) Place: office canteen
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Dialogues: subordinate (female 26years and boss 33years old) Subordinate: good morning sir! May I join you for coffee? Boss: yeah sure. Please have a sit. Subordinate: thank you sir for appraisal, last year but this year I am expecting promotion. Boss: oh! Can I know the reason for the same? As I expected a lot from you but your performance was not up to mark. Subordinate: yes sir I agree that my performance was not that good. But there were few reasons; responsible which made my performance bad. And the reasons were that winter season was going on and because of that customer was not preferring Coca-Cola or any other drinks those 4 months. And also due to competitor ideas and strategies customer shift to their brand and ignored ours. But still I managed to reached the target as much as I can. Boss: ok ok! I understand, this was going to happen one or the other day. But here the point is why I should promote you this year. Subordinate: because sir I have different strategies and ideas which I am planning to implement in upcoming years which can give our company good growth and can maximize the profit. So I request you to give me opportunity to prove myself. I will assure you that my strategies will work. Boss: oh ok... from your confidence and performance till now I will give you opportunity this year and will promote you, but remember it‘s a huge responsibility and I believe that you won‘t let me down so keep that in mind and go ahead Best of luck. Subordinate: oh thank you so much sir!



Analysis on the above conversation: Effectiveness: Here, the effectiveness is that the subordinate agreed with her mistake and convinced her boss and boss also understands her and show trust on her and gave her an opportunity. Here the ego state for boss is parent ego state and adult ego state. While for subordinate the state was adult ego state.
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15. Explain the Concept of Johari Window/ ‗Johri Window‘ as an effective tool for improving quality of communication‘ justify with example.  



Origin of the Johari Window Named after the first names of the American psychologists, Joseph Luft and Harry Ingham, in the 1950's while they were researching group dynamics.







It is one of the most useful models describing the process of human interaction.







Model is especially relevant because of the modern emphasis on soft skills, behavior, empathy, cooperation, inter-group development and interpersonal developments.







Widely used to understand and train self-awareness, for personal development, to improve communications, interpersonal relationships, group dynamics, team development and inter- group relationships.







Represents information such as: feelings, experience, views, attitudes, skills, intentions, motivation, etc. within or about a person in relation to their group, from four perspectives.







Luft and ingham observed that there are aspects of our personality that we're open about, and other elements that we.







The Johari Window is a communication model that can be used to improve understanding between individuals. Developed by Joseph Luft and Harry Ingham (the word ―Johari‖ comes from Joseph Luft and Harry Ingham).
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Two key ideas behind the tool:  Individuals can build trust between themselves by disclosing information about themselves.  They can learn about themselves and come to terms with personal issues with the help of feedback from others.  Using the Johari model, each person is represented by their own four-quadrant, or fourpane, window. Each of these contains and represents personal information - feelings, motivation - about the person, and shows whether the information is known or not known by themselves or other people.  Public area - behavior, thoughts, and feelings which are known both to the person and to others.  Blind area - aspects of the self not known to oneself but readily apparent to others.  Closed area - behaviors and feelings know only to oneself but not to others.  Unknown area - aspects of self not known to oneself or others.  Main objective is to increase the size of the open area so that both you and you colleagues are aware of your perceptual limitations. 



This is partly accomplished by reducing the hidden area and through Disclosure informing others of your beliefs, feelings and experiences that may influence the work relationship.
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The open area also increases through Feedback from others about you behaviors. This information helps you to reduce your blind area, because co-workers often see things in you that you do not see.



Usage/Applications



-Used for teaching and considering & administering an understanding of o How individuals communicate with themselves and with others. o How individuals present themselves to themselves and to others. o How individuals perceive their place in the world. o As a management tool to demonstrate the dynamics in a team. o As a self-development tool that helps to consider one‘s own ‗behavior vs. reaction'. 



Strengths/Benefits -Easy to grasp, flexible outcomes. -The method catalyses open information sharing. -The method will create a shared reference point.







Limitations/Disadvantages - Some things are perhaps better not communicated. -Some people may pass on the information they received further than you desire. -Some people may react negatively. -A useless exercise if it is not linked to activities that reinforce positive behavior, or that correct negative behaviors.
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16. What do you understand by the term 'job satisfaction'? What kind of impact does it have on employees' performance? Job satisfaction is a positive feeling about a job resulting from an evaluation of its characteristics. In other words,it can also be defined as, Job satisfaction is the level of contentment a person feels regarding his or her job. This feeling is mainly based on an individual's perception of satisfaction 1. Impact of job satisfaction on employee performance:-As there is statement saying that ‖happy worker are productive worker‖, we can show the positive impact that if the worker are satisfied by their job in organisation then it lead to increase in productivity and to achieve organisation goal. When we gather satisfaction and productivity data as a whole, it is seen that organisation with more satisfied worker tend to be more effective than organisation with fewer. 2. Job satisfaction and OCB:- It seems that job satisfaction should be major determinant of an employee OCB. Satisfied worker would be talking more positively about the organization, help other and go beyond the normal expectation in their job. They may go beyond the call of duty because they want to reciprocate their positive experience. Those who feel their co-worker support them are more likely to engage in helpful behavior, where as those who have antagonistic relationship with co-worker are less likely to do. 3. Job satisfaction and customer satisfaction:-As employee often interact with customer, it is reasonable to relate job satisfaction with customer satisfaction as satisfied employee increase the customer satisfaction and loyalty. Employees are encouraged to create fun and a little weiredness‖ and are given unusual discretion in making customer satisfied, they are encouraged to use their imagination, including sending flowers to disgruntled customer. 4. Job satisfaction and absenteeism:-As there is consistent negative relationship between satisfaction and absenteeism, it makes sense that dissatisfied employee are more likely to miss work, other factors affect the relationship . Organisation that provide liberal sick leave benefits are encouraging all their employees-including those who are highly satisfied- to take days off. So ,ultimately job satisfaction can reduce absenteeism and can help org. to achiev their goal. 5. Job satisfaction and turnover:- The relationship between job satisfaction and turnover is stronger than between satisfaction and absenteeism. The satisfaction-turnover relationship is also affected by alternative job prospects.If an employee is presented with an unsolicited job offer, job dissatisfaction is less predictive of nature of‖pull‖ than push. Similarly job dissatisfaction is more likely to translate into turnover when employment opportunities are plentifull because employees perceive it is easy to move.
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6. Job satisfaction and workplace deviance:-job dissatisfaction and antagonistic relationship with co-worker predict a variety of behavior organization find undesirable, including unionization attempt, substance abuse, stealing at work, undue socializing, and tardiness. If employee don‘t like their work environment, they‘ll respond some how, though it is not always easy to forecast exactly how. In short,workers who don‘t like their jobs‖get even‖ in various ways. In short ,employees get deviated from their work place due to dissatisfaction and which might affect the working system of org. 17. Explain the following terms briefly: 1. Cognitive Dissonance Theory 2. Emotional Intelligence Cognitive dissonance behaviours.



refers to a situation involving conflicting attitudes,beliefs or



 This produces a feeling of discomfort leading to an alteration in one of the attitudes beliefs or behaviors to reduce the discomfort and restore balance etc.  When there is an inconsistency between attitudes behaviors something must change to eliminate the dissonance.  Two factors affect the strength of the dissonance: (1).The number of dissonant beliefs (2).The importance attached to each belief There are three ways to eliminate dissonance:  Reduce the importance of the dissonant beliefs.  Add more consonant beliefs that outweigh the dissonant beliefs.  Change the dissonant beliefs so that they are no longer in consistent. Dissonance occurs most often in situations where in individual must choose between two incompatible beliefs or actions.  The greatest dissonance is created when the two alternatives are equally attractive.  Furthermore, attitudes change is more likely in the direction of less incentive since this results in lower dissonance.  In this respect dissonance theory is contradictory to most behavioral theories which would predict greater attitude change with increased incentive. Dissonance theory applies to all situations involving attitude formation and change. It is especially relevantto decision making and problem solving.
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2.Emotional Intelligence Emotinal Intelligence is a person‘s ability to: (1)Be self aware (2)Detect emotions in others (3)Manage emotional cues and information.  People who knows their own emotions and are good at reading emotion cues.  Several studies suggest that emotional intelligence plays an important role in job performance.  Emotional Intelligence has been a controversial concept in ob. It has supporters and detractors. THE CASE FOR EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE The arguments in favour of Ei include its intuitive appeal, the fact that Ei predicts criteria that matter, and the idea that Ei is biologically based. (1)INTUITIVE APPEAL  There‘s a lot of intuitive appeal to the Ei concept.  Almost everyone would agree that it is good to posses street smarts and social integillence.  People who can detect emotions in others, control their own emotions, and handle social interactions well will have a powerful leg up in the business world, so the thinking goes. (2)EI PREDICTS CRITERIA THAT MATTER  More and more evidence is suggesting that a high level of EI means a person will perform well on the job.  Study found that being able to recognize emotins in others‘ facial expressions and to emotionally ―eavesdrop‖ predicted peer ratings of how valuable those people were to their organization. (3)EI IS BIOLOGICALLY BASED  One study has shown that people with damage to the part of the brain that governs emotional processings score significantly lower than others on EI tests  Even though these brain damaged people scored no lower on standard measures of intelligence that people without the same brain damage , they were still impaired in normal decision making.
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 This study suggests that EI is neurologically based in a way that‘s unrelated to standard measures of intelligence and that people who suffer neurological damage score lower on EI and make poorer decision than people who are healthier in this regard.



Module 3 1. What is attribution theory? How can locus of control be applied to workers and managers? Which two errors and biases have surfaced? Give an example of each./ Define Perception with Process in detail. Perception:Perception is a process by which individuals organize and interpret their sensory impression in order to give meaning to their environment. However, what we perceive can be substantially different from objective reality. For example, all employees in a firm may view it as great place to work favourable working conditions, interesting job assignment, good pay, excellent benefits, understanding and responsible management but, as most of us know, it‘s very unusual to find such agreement. Our perception and judgment of others is significantly influenced by our assumptions of the other person‘s internal state. a. When individuals observe behavior, they attempt to determine whether it is internally or externally caused. i. Internal causes are under that person‘s control (coz person himself is like that) ii. External causes are not under the person‘s control (due to situation) Causation judged through: b. Distinctiveness: Shows different behaviors in different situations (come late, breaks commitment, talented etc) c. Consensus: Response is the same as others to the same situation (late coz other ppl were late.) d. Consistency: Responds in the same way over time
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2. Raju believes that men perform better in oral presentations than women.What shortcut has been used in this case? When we judge someone on the basis of perception of the group to which he or she belongs, we all using the shortcuts called ―stereotyping‖. In the above case the shortcut which has been used is ―stereotyping‖. ―Stereotyping is based on gender, age, race, religion, ethnicity and even weight‖. In this case Raju‘s perception is based on gender. Stereotyping can be so deeply ingrained life and death decisions. One of the problem of stereotyping in that they are wide spread and often useful generalization, despite the fact that they way not contain a shred of truth when applied to a particular person or situation. Why is perception importance in the study of OB? •



Simply because people‘s behaviour is based on their perception of what reality is, not on reality itself. The world as it is perceived is the world that is behaviourally important.



3. ‘The capacity of person, team department or organization to influence others’ justify with sources Decision making in practice is characterized by bounded rationality, common biases and errors, and the use of intuition. In addition, individual differences create deviations from the rational model. That is: Personality: foresight school – MBA Tuitions - 9825204615
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Research has shown that specific facets of conscientiousness- rather than the broad trait itself- affect escalation of commitment. One study revealed that 2 facets of conscientiousness i.e. achievement striving and dutifulness – actually had opposite effects of escalation. Generally, achievement oriented people hate to fail, so they escalate their commitment, hoping to forestall failure. Dutiful people however, are more inclined to do what they see as best for organization. Second achievement oriented people appear to be more susceptible to the hindsight bias, because they have a greater need to justify appropriateness of their actions. Gender: Recent research on rumination offers insights into gender differences in decision making. Overall it indicates that women analyse decisions more than men do. Rumination refers to reflecting at length. It means over thinking of problems. Study show that women remunite more than men they‘re more likely to rehash a decision once its has been made. On positive side it is likely to lead to more consideration of problems and choices. However it can make problems harder to solve, increase regret over past decisions, and increase depression.



Organizational constraints: Performance evaluation: Managers are strongly influenced in their decision making criteria on which they are evaluated. If a division manager believes that his manufacturing plants are best operating, we should‘nt be surprised to find his plant managers spending a good time ensuring that negative information doesn‘t reach him. Reward Systems: The organization reward system influences decision makers by suggesting them to what choices are preferable in terms of personal payoff. Ex: if organization rewards risk aversion, managers are more likely to make conservative decisions. From 1930s through the mid-1980s, General Motors consistently gave out promotion and bonuses to managers who kept a low profile and avoided controversy. The result was that GM managers became very adept at dodging tough issues and passing controversial decisions on committees.
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Formal Regulations: Arun, a shift manager describes constraints he faces on his job: ―I‘ve got rules covering every decision I make- from how to make a cappuccino to how it should be served. My job doesn‘t come with much freedom of choice.‖ This situation is not unique. All but the smallest of organizations create rules and policies to program decisions, which are intended to get individuals to act in the intended manner. And of course in doing so, they limit the decision makers choices. System Imposed Time Constraits: Organizations impose deadlines on decisions . for instance, a report on new-product development may have to be ready for the executive committee to review by the first of the month. Almost all important decisions come with explicit deadlines. These conditions create time pressures on decision makers and often make it difficult, if not impossible, to gather all the information they might like to have before making a final choice. Historical Precedents: Decisions aren‘t made in vacuum. They have a context. In fact, individual decisions are accurately characterized as points in stream of decisions. Decisions made in the past are ghosts that haunt current choices. Its common knowledge that largest determinant of the size of given years budget is last year budget. Choices of today are largely affected by choices made over years. 4. Define Perception and Explain the Common Biases and Error in decision making. Perception is a process by which individuals organize and interpret their sensory impressions in order to give meaning to their enviornnent. Common biases and errors in decision making: 1) Overconfidence bias: Its been said that "no problem in judgment and decision making is more prevalent and more potentially catastrophic than overconfidence ". When we are given factual questions and asked to judge the probability that our answer are correct, we tend to be far too optimistic. For example studies have found that, when people say they are 65 to 70 % confident that they are right, they are actually correct only about 50% of the time and when they're 100% sure they tend to be 70-85% correct. 2)Anchoring bias: This bias is a tendency to fix on initial information and fail to adequately adjust for subsequent information. This bias occurs because our mind appears to give a disproportionate amount of emphasis to the first information it receives .anchors are widely used by people in professions where persuasion skills are important such as advertising, management, politics ,real estate and law. foresight school – MBA Tuitions - 9825204615
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3) Confirmation bias: the rational decision making process assumes that we objectively gather information. But we don‘t .We selectively gather it. The confirmation bias represents a specific case of selective perception. We seek out information that reaffirms our past choices and we discount information that contradicts them. we also tend to accept at face value information that confirms our preconceived views, while we are critical and skeptical of information that challenges these views. Therefore, the information we gather is typically biased toward supporting views we already hold. 4) Availability bias: Many more people fear flying than fear driving in a car.But if flying on a commercial airline were as dangerous as driving, the equivalent of 2 747 filled to capacity would have to crash every week, killing all aboard, to match the risk of being killed in a car accident. Yet the media gives much more attention to air accidents, so we tend to overstate the risk of flying and understate the risk of driving. The example the availability bias, which is the tendency for people to base their judgments on information that is readily available to them. Events that evoke emotions, that are particularly vivid, or that have occurred more recently tend to be more available in our memory. 5) Escalation of Commitment: Another distortion that creeps into decision in practice is a tendency to escalate commitment when making a series of decisions. This refers to staying with a decision even when there is clear evidence that its wrong. Eg: Consider a friend who has been dating his girlfriend for several years although he admits to you that things are not going too well in the relationship. He says he is still going to marry her. His justification: "i have a lot invested in the relationship. It has been well documented that individuals escalate commitments to a failing course of action when they view themselves as responsible for the failure. 6) Randomness error: Human beings have a lot of difficulty dealing with chance. Most of the like to believe we have some control over our world and our destiny. Although we undoubtedly can control a good part of our future through rational decision making, the truth is that the world will always contain random effects. Our tendency to believe we can predict the outcome of random events is the randomness error. Decision making becomes impaired when we try to create meaning out of random events.one of the most serious impairments occurs when we turn imaginary patterns into superstitions. Winner's curse: This error argues that the winning participants in a competitive auction typically pay too much for the item. Some buyers will underestimate the value of an item and others will overestimate it and the highest bidder will be the one who overestimated the most. Therefore, unless the winner dramatically undervalue there is a good chance that the "winner" will pay too much. Logic predicts that the winner's curse gets the stronger as the number of winner increases. The more beaters there are the more lightly that some of them have grately overestimated the goods value.
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8) Hindsight bias: This bias is the tendency to believe falsely, after the outcome is actually known that we had accurately predicted that outcome of an event. When something happens and we've accurate feedback on the outcome, we seem to be pretty good and concluding that the outcome was relativist obvious. This bias reduces our ability to learn from the past. It permits us to think that we're better at making predictions. 5. What Perceptual shortcuts do people frequently use in making judgments about others? Explain with relevant examples. We use a number of shortcuts when we judge others. These techniques are frequently valuable: they allow us to make accurate perceptions rapidly and provide valid data for making predictions. Understanding these shortcuts can help you recognize when they can result in significant distortions. 1) Selective perception: we are more likely to notice cars like our own because it is impossible to for us to assimilate everything we see; we can take only certain stimuli. ―Selective perception is the tendency to selectively interpret what one sees on the basis of one‘s interests, background, experience, and attitudes.‖ 2) Halo effect: ―The tendency to draw a general impression about an individual on the basis of a single characteristic.‖ Is called halo effect. Ex. Intelligence, sociability or appearance, a halo effect is operating. These type of people sees one good thing in an individual and then directly conclude that , that individual is good. 3) Contrast effect: An old adage among entertainers says, ―never follow an act that has kids or animals in it.‖ As audiences love animals and children so much that you‘ll look bad in comparison. This example shows how contrast effects can distort perceptions. ―contrast effects is the evaluation of a person‘s characteristics that is affected by comparisons with other people recently encountered who rank higher or lower on the same characteristics.‖ 4) Stereotyping: when we judge someone on the basis of our perception of the group to which he or she belongs, we are using a shortcut called stereotyping. If one person is not good then we assume that the entire group is not good. Ex. All Muslims are not terrorists. Men are not interested in child care.
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Topic – Group Dynamics & Team



9. Explain types of groups and discuss the five stages of group development. 17. Differentiate between Groups and Teams. What measures should be taken by an organization to make the teams more effective?



Soln: Defining And Classifying Groups A. Definition 1. A group is defined as two or more individuals, interacting and interdependent, who have come together to achieve particular objectives. 2. Groups can be either formal or informal. (ppt9-3) a. It is possible to sub-classify groups as command, task, interest, or friendship groups. b. An interest group. People who affiliate to attain a specific objective with which each is concerned. B. Why do people form groups? 1. There is no single reason why individuals join groups. 2. Our tendency to take personal pride or offense for the accomplishments of a group is the territory of social identity theory. 3. Social identity theory proposes that people have emotional reactions to the failure or success of their group because their self-esteem gets tied into the performance of the group.



Characteristics 1. Small groups-formal, or informal - are inevitable in organisations. A group refers to a collection of individuals who have mutually dependent relationships. 2. Groups are of various types. There are formal and informal groups, open and closed, ingroups and out-groups. 3. People join groups of some type seeking affiliation, security, esteem and for other similar reasons. 4. A group does not come into existence overnight. It passes through different stages before abandoning itself.
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5. Groups serve several useful purposes to an organisation, main benefit being task accomplishment. 6. Groups need structuring for effective functioning. Group leadership, group norms, group size, group roles, group tasks and group cohesiveness are the issues relevant in group structuring.



STAGES OF GROUP DEVELOPMENT C. The five-stage model 1. Forming: a. Characterized by a great deal of uncertainty about the group‘s purpose, structure, and leadership. 2. Storming: a. One of intragroup conflict. Members accept the existence of the group, but there is resistance to constraints on individuality. 3. Norming: a. One in which close relationships develop and the group demonstrates cohesiveness. 4. Performing: a. The structure at this point is fully functional and accepted. 5. Adjourning: a. For temporary committees, teams, task forces, and similar groups that have a limited task to perform, there is an adjourning stage. b. Responses of group members vary in this stage. Some are upbeat, basking in the group‘s accomplishments. Others may be depressed over the loss of camaraderie and friendships. Teams: 1. Groups and teams are common in organizations and the latter are gradually replacing the former. 2. A team is a group of small number of people with complementary skills and committed to a common purpose. 3. Teams offer several benefits to organizations, major advantages being enhanced performance and increased quality. 4. As in groups, teams are also of different types. There are work teams, virtual teams, problem solving teams and the like. 5. Teams formation passes through different stages. Starting from planning, a team proceeds through several phases and reaches the final one.
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6. Teams can be made more effective provided there is cooperation and trust. 7. Quality circles and self-managed teams are typical teams found in organizations.



Difference between Group & Team



Types of Team



I.



TYPES OF TEAMS A. Problem-solving team 1. In the past, teams were typically composed of 5–12 hourly employees from the same department who met for a few hours each week to discuss ways of improving quality, efficiency, and the work environment. B. Self-managed work teams 1. Problem-solving teams only make recommendations. 2. Some organizations have created teams to not only make recommendations but also to implement solutions.
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58 3. These groups of employees (typically 10–15 in number) perform highly related or interdependent jobs and take on many of the responsibilities of their former supervisors. C. Cross-functional teams 1. These are teams made up of employees from about the same hierarchical level, but from different work areas, who come together to accomplish a task. 2. Many organizations have used horizontal, boundary-spanning groups for years. D. Virtual teams 1. The previous types of teams do their work face to face. Virtual teams use computer technology to tie together physically dispersed members in order to achieve a common goal. 2. They allow people to collaborate online. 3. Virtual teams can do all the things that other teams do. 4. They can include members from the same organization or link an organization’s members with employees from other organizations. 5. Despite their ubiquity, virtual teams face special challenges.



Module 4 – Topic - Power n Politics . 1. What is power? Explain the general dependency postulate and how is dependency created? 2. Define Power. Explain Or 3. Define power? Explain any three types of Power with suitable examples.



Soln - The capacity that an individual ‘A’ has to influence the behavior of ‘B’ so that B acts in accordance with A’s wishes Power is a complex and ambiguous concept. It has been explained by experts either in terms of its sources or its consequences. Numerous reviews and theories on power have defined power in many different ways. It is understood as a ―capacity to influence another person or a group to accept one‘s ideas or plSoln.‖ Coming very close is another similar definition, ―Power is the capacity of some persons to produce intended and foreseen effects on others‖. Power is different from influence, which is a broader concept than power. It is believed to be causing change in the other because it is believed to be for his/her own good. This suggests that influence works in a more subtle way and it is different from using one‘s official status, offer of explicit rewards or punishment to the other party and thus, social in nature. It is also believed that power is involved with compliance, while influence is involved with accomplishing something. Power dynamics are the cycles of impact of the needs of people for favorable outcomes, their ways of generating influence over decision makers, the impact of successful influence
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on the organisational outcomes and back to the needs of the power-players. Often power players join hands and form alliances and coalitions. They may be cooperative, yet may not act in the interest of the organisation. Recent literature also acknowledges that not all politics may be bad for the organisation, either. To be able to discern ‗good‘ politics from the rest, we need to understand the nature of power and politics in the organisations, their sources and their influence over the behaviour in the organisation. Politics in the organisation can be managed at the levels of the individual, group and organisation, and the degree of involvement increases as the management moves from the state of awareness to facilitation to intervention in organisational politics.



 The General Dependency Postulate –



The greater B’s dependency on A, the greater the power A has over B



–



Possession/control of scarce organizational resources that others need makes a manager powerful



–



Access to optional resources (e.g., multiple suppliers) reduces the resource holder‘s power



 Dependency increases when resources are: –



Important



–



Scarce



–



Non-substitutable



Q. 3 - Is Power positive or negative? Explain giving suitable examples. What are the bases of Position Power and Personal Power in organizations? Explain each with suitable examples on how that power can be used in the interest of the organization. Soln – Power is neither positive or negative. Formal Power / Position Power Established by an individual‘s position in an organization Three bases:  



Coercive Power - A power base dependent on fear of negative results Reward Power - Compliance achieved based on the ability to distribute rewards that others view as valuable
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Legitimate Power - The formal authority to control and use resources based on a person’s position in the formal hierarchy



Personal Power – Power that comes from an individual‘s unique characteristics – these are the most effective  



Expert Power - Influence based on special skills or knowledge Referent Power - Influence based on possession by an individual of desirable resources or personal traits



4.



What is Politics and is it related to power? Explain whether organizational politics are “good” or “bad” ? . Suggest measures to eliminate the negative effects of Politics in organizations.



Soln:



Politics is a natural result of resource scarcity –



Limited resources lead to competition and political behaviors. People use politicsacquiring, developing, and using power to achieve one's objectives



–



When change threatens the power bases and balance of relative power in an organisation, politics is highly likely to be used to maintain balance



–



Political players are likely to pursue their own agenda or objectives in order to preserve self interest



–



Self interest may be protected even if those interests or the means to attain those are not approved by the organization –











Judgments on quality of resource distribution differ markedly based on the observer‘s perception - ―Blaming others‖ or ―fixing responsibility‖, ―documenting decisions‖, ―Perfectionist‖ or ―attentive to detail‖



Using Power: The Link to Success  Do not use a single strategy for influencing others  Chose a strategy for which you have a strong, matching power base  Use multiple powerbases and a cluster of strategies for creating the desired influence.  Situational factors: ▪ Power bases of others ▪ Timing ▪ Personal Style What style of influence works for the Indian Organisations  The amount of authority of the superior is determined by the rank and span of control, but the type of authority decided by the legitimizing principles that justify action
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A powerful person can exert influence as long as the role relationship legitimizes the superior’s demands and the subordinate, accepting the norms and beliefs that support the legitimacy of those demands



Summary –  Power is the ability to influence people and events. Distribution, dependency, uncertainty, compliance, indicators, determinants, consequences, symbols, reputation and shifts constitute power dynamics.  Power generates from two broad sources: interpersonal and structural. Interpersonal sources include rewards, coercion, legitimate, expert and referent. Structural sources include knowledge, resources and decision making.  Managers need to use power effectively. destroying individuals and organisations.



If used negatively, power is capable of



 Closely related to power is politics. Politics relates to the ways people gain and use power in organisations. Individuals, departments and coalitions in an organisation engage in political activity to enhance their power.  Attacking or blaming others, selectively distributing information, controlling information channels, forming coalitions, increasing indispensability, associating with line executives and managing impressions are the major organisational political activities.  Organisational politics have functional as well as dysfunctional consequences. Good or bad, political activities in organisations are inevitable and managers should manage them carefully.
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Topic – Conflict & Negotiation Conflict 5. What is Conflict? Discuss the dimensions of Conflict Handling Intentions with appropriate examples. 6. Define Conflict with its resolution techniques. Short note on - Conflict handling intentions 11. ―Participation is an excellent method for identifying differences and resolving conflicts‖ do you agree or disagree? Discuss. 18. Discuss the various sources of conflict in an organization. Also discuss how conflicts can be and should be handled within organizations. Soln:  Conflict is a process that begins when one party perceives that another party has negatively affected, or is about to negatively affect, something that the first party cares about    



Conflict is inevitable in organizations. Conflict arises when individuals cannot achieve goals satisfactorily. Perception about conflict has changed over time. Earlier, conflict was conceived to be harmful. It is the opposite today. Experts are of the opinion that moderate level of conflict is good for the organization. Conflict passes through five stages, starting from latent status, conflict travels through perceived, felt, manifest and ends with the outcome stage. Conflict originates from individual, between individuals, group and between groups. Reasons of conflict are: – – –



Incompatibility of goals Differences over interpretations of facts Disagreements based on behavioral expectations
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Stages of Conflict:-



Conflict handling intentions:



Cooperativeness - Attempting to satisfy the other party‘s concerns Assertiveness - Attempting to satisfy one‘s own concerns
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It is the duty of managers to stimulate conflict where none exists and maintain it at moderate level. Negotiation refers to the process in which two or more parties attempt to reach acceptable agreement in a situation marked by disagreement.



Negotiation 8. What is meant by Negotiation? What are the five steps in negotiation process?



15. Will integrative negotiations (win-win) always work? Why or why not? Describe some of the difficulties that an individual might encounter while attempting integrative negotiations.



16. Describe some of the difficulties that an individual might encounter while attempting integrative negotiations. Soln Negotiation (Bargaining) is a process in which two or more parties exchange goods or services and attempt to agree on the exchange rate for them Two General Approaches: Distributive Bargaining - Negotiation that seeks to divide up a fixed amount of resources; a win-lose situation Integrative Bargaining - Negotiation that seeks one or more settlements that can create a winwin solution Integrative bargaining is based on the basic assumption that one or more settlements can create a win-win situation.
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Integrative or collaborative bargaining is recommended for negotiating 'rights and responsibilities' as opposed to hard economic issues, in which: 



The parties explore options to increase the size of the joint gain without respect to the division of payoffs







The bargaining, or negotiation, follows a joint problem-solving format and to benefit all parties







Parties under integrative bargaining recognize and define a problem, search for possible solutions to it, evaluate them, and select one that maximizes joint gain







The effectiveness of this process depends on parties‘ willingness to share information combined with open communication



Topic – Change and Stress Management 4. What is stress and what are the possible sources of stress? Measure do individuals & organization adopt to deal with work stress in the organization. 10. How are opportunities, constraints and demands related to stress? 12. List and discuss the four major sources of stress in your life during the last two years 17. Not all stress is bad for people. Eustress is possible and is exhilarating for many. Discuss the conditions under which you believe you experience eustress. Discuss the various sources of conflict in an organization. Also discuss how conflicts can be and should be handled within organizations. foresight school – MBA Tuitions - 9825204615
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Soln: Stress - Deviation from normal psychological or physiological functioning caused by exigencies in the individual's immediate environment is called stress. Stressors emerge from various sources outside and within the organisation, they can be categorized as extra-organisational, organisational, group level and individual level stressors



Stress and its Moderators:  Intrinsic motivation as a moderator  Social support  Perceptions of subjective control  Personality MODEL of STRESS



Coping with Stress: ▪ Primary Interventions -The focus of primary interventions is on moderating or redesigning the environment to be less stressful to the individual
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▪



▪



Secondary Interventions - Secondary prevention addresses the consequences rather than the sources of stress. Therefore, the individual has to develop and strengthen his/her resistance to that stress Tertiary Interventions - Tertiary prevention is concerned with the treatment, rehabilitation and recovery process of those individuals who have suffered or are suffering from serious ill health because of stress



Topic – Decision Making 19. What is meant by ―decision‖. Why are good decisions important to be taken? Explain a few measures that organizations can take for improving decision making ? 20. What are some of the common biases or errors that people make in decision making? 3. Identify and describe the four major group decision-making styles. What are some strengths and weaknesses of these styles? 9. Describe organizational factors that might constrain decision makers.



Soln: Factors that Shape Decisions  Bounded Rationality  Heuristics and Biases: ‗hidden traps‘ 



Representativeness Hueristic







Availability Hueristic







Anchoring or Adjustment Hueristic



 Interpreting on the basis of Decision framing  Status-quo Bias  Escalation of commitment  Allowing perceptual selectivity to creep into decisions
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Managerial styles of decision-making 



Charismatic







Thinkers







Skeptic







Followers







Controllers
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